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Meditating about ideas taking a wrong turn (there are a lot of wrong turns
around), I was reminded of the eighteenth-century saga of phlogiston – or the
spirit of fire. It was a concept that held sway in scientific circles for many years,
before it was found to be wrong. Not fruitfully wrong, stimulating fresh
research and new developments. Just simply erroneous – in intellectual terms, a
wrong turning.
There may be similarly erroneous ideas around in science today:
superstring theories in theoretical physics,1 for example, or ‘dark matter’ in
astro-physics (let alone ‘dark energy’ and/or ‘dark electromagnetism’).2 Such
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big concepts are intriguing ‘fillers’, often triggering intense debates. They fill a
gap in knowledge, where there is perceived to be a problem but, as yet, no
research-based solution with an accompanying explanatory theory. Sometimes
such ideas are later empirically substantiated. Equally, however, sometimes not.
In the case of phlogiston, seventeenth- and eighteenth-century scientists
were keen to understand what happens in the process of combustion. Some
large logs are burned – and all that is left is a small pile of ashes. Hence one
apparently logical answer was that combustion had released into the atmosphere
a fiery element, almost like the spirit of fire itself, which, once freed, was
released into the air. Substances that burned easily were full of this ignitable
matter. The idea was formulated in 1667 by a German alchemist and physician,
Johann Joachim Becher; and developed in 1703 by his former student Georg
Ernst Stahl, a professor of medicine and chemistry. He was not the first to coin
the term phlogiston, derived from the Greek for ‘inflaming’; but his analysis
propelled the term into scientific currency.3
Research doubts, however, began eventually to circulate. Not all physical
matter was reduced in weight by combustion. Some metals did the contrary. But
somehow the principle of phlogiston as the spirit of fire remained an attractive
one. The term remained widely in use among the developing community of
researchers in Britain and France. Thus when in 1772 the Scottish chemist and
botanist Daniel Rutherford4 managed to isolate and identify nitrogen as a
separate gas, he named it ‘phlogisticated air’ (burnt air). The Nonconformist
minister-cum-experimental-scientist Joseph Priestley was another who accepted
the concept of phlogiston. In his path-breaking explorations of the composition
of air, he was one of the first to identify oxygen as a gas. But he stuck with the
old vocabulary, calling it ‘dephlogisticated air’. Accordingly, when Priestley
was satirised for his radical political ideas, he was shown by the cartoonist as
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the fiery Dr Phlogiston – trampling underfoot the Bible, whilst simultaneously
igniting the laws of England.5

Satirical print of Priestley as
Dr Phlogiston:
The Priestley Politician or the Political Priestley

However, chemical theories and practice changed fundamentally after
1778. The French chemist Antoine-Laurent de Lavoisier (1743-94) not only
identified and named ‘oxygen’ but also showed its key role as an oxidizer
during combustion. There was no spirit of fire waiting to be released into the
cosmos. References to phlogiston still lingered but were increasingly sidelined.
Quietly, the entire theory behind the concept was dropped.6 Lavoisier also
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identified and named hydrogen (1783).7 The study of chemistry was advanced
onto a new footing, aided by the increasingly international pooling of research.
Henceforth ‘Air’ was not just air; and ‘Fire’ was not just fire.
Now phlogiston is known in the scientific lexicon as a category error. It
commanded belief for a surprising amount of time, despite research doubts. But
the concept did not lead to any interesting intellectual outcomes. It held sway
and then quietly vanished.
Three morals for later generations. Firstly, there is often a hidden romantic
idea (like the spirit of fire) or a cosmic vision behind apparently coldly
rationalistic scientific concepts. Secondly, theories, even if very widely and
genuinely accepted, remain no more than theories, until they are tested and
confirmed empirically. Big organising ideas may become adopted because they
are plausible or useful or powerful or attractive. Yet they don’t become world
beaters, until they are verified. Thirdly and lastly, wrong turnings make for easy
walking, until they suddenly don’t. Maybe that last proposition applies not only
in the realm of ideas but in today’s politics too.
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